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Abstract The InSight mission is due to launch in May 2018, carrying a payload of novel
instruments designed and tested to probe the interior of Mars whilst deployed directly on
the Martian regolith and partially isolated from the Martian environment by the Wind and
Thermal Shield. Central to this payload is the seismometry package SEIS consisting of two
seismometers, which is supported by a suite of environmental/meteorological sensors (Tem-
perature and Wind Sensor for InSight TWINS; and Auxiliary Payload Sensor Suite APSS).
In this work, an optimal estimations inversion scheme which aims to decorrelate the short-
period seismometer (SEIS-SP) signal due to seismic activity alone from the environmental
signal and random noise is detailed, and tested on both simulated and Viking data. This
scheme also applies a module to identify measurements contaminated by Single Event Phe-
nomena (SEP). This scheme will be deployed as the pre-processing pipeline for all SEIS-SP
data prior to release to the scientific community for analysis.
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1 Introduction

1.1 InSight

The InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Trans-
port) mission to Mars was selected by NASA in August 2012, under the framework of the
DISCOVERY program. With a launch in May 2018, it will deploy the first geophysical ob-
servatory on Mars, providing scientific knowledge essential to understand the fundamental
processes of telluric planet formation and evolution: an in-situ investigation of the interior
of a truly Earth-like planet. To accomplish its objectives, a tightly focussed payload has
been assembled: the Seismic Experiment for Interior Structure (SEIS) and the Heat Flow
and Physical Properties Package (HP3) (Banerdt et al. 2012, 2013; Lognonne et al. 2015;
Mimoun et al. 2012).

The InSight mission will use geophysics to explore the Martian interior using seismic
and thermal measurements and rotational dynamics, providing information about the initial
accretion of the planet, the formation and differentiation of its core and crust, and the sub-
sequent evolution of the interior. Knowledge of Mars’ geophysics feeds directly into our
understanding of what processes formed the rocky planets; of which the current knowledge
is limited to Earth and the moon. Unlike the Moon, Mars is large and complex enough to
have undergone most of the processes that affected early Earth but has not undergone exten-
sive plate tectonics or other major reworking that erased evidence of early events.

Mars seismic activity likely stems from faulting (due to stress-release from the crust as
the interior cools; Golombek et al. 1992; Knapmeyer et al. 2006; Taylor 2014) and from
meteorite impacts (Davis 1993; Teanby and Wookey 2011; Teanby 2015). Although it is
expected to be ≈100 times less seismically active than Earth, it is thought to be still seismi-
cally active today, as evidenced (for example) by recent tracks in dust leading to boulders in
HiRISE images near known faults (Roberts et al. 2012).

1.1.1 SEIS-SP

SEIS comprises of two independent, three-axis seismometers: an ultra-sensitive very broad
band (VBB) oblique seismometer, and a miniature, short-period (SP) seismometer. Both
are mounted on the LVL (a precision levelling structure) along with their respective signal
preamplifier stages, within sealed, nitrogen-backfilled enclosures. Together, the VBB, SP,
and LVL are deployed on the ground as an integrated package, isolated from weather by the
WTS (wind and thermal shield). They are connected by a flexible cable tether to the EBOX
(a set of electronic cards located inside the lander’s thermal enclosure).

The SEIS-SP microseismometer represents the UK contribution to the InSight SEIS pay-
load which is a three-axis microseismometer, using three microfabricated sensors which
include monolithic in-plane silicon proof mass and folded-cantilever suspensions with elec-
troplated coils and capacitive sensors which are connected through proximity electronics
(via the tether) to the associated analogue feedback circuits within the EBOX. The SEIS-SP
electronics are based upon circuits described in Pike et al. (2009, 2013), Pike and Standley
(2011), Gu et al. (2011), Delahunty and Pike (2013), Delahunty and Pike (2014).

Each sensor head (Fig. 1) consists of the sensor, a micromachined die package, surround-
ing magnetic assembly, proximity electronics and an encompassing hermetic package with
connector to the tether harness: a 25 mm×25 mm micromachined silicon die bonded to fur-
ther structures to complete the displacement transducer, and protect the sensor from damage
due to shock and vibration. The silicon die contains the moving part of SEIS-SP, a moving



Fig. 1 The SEIS-SP die (left panel), with its proximity electronics (middle panel), mounted in its hermetic
package with connector (right panel)

proof mass suspended within a stationary frame by a series of flexures. The proof mass is
constrained to move in a single, compliant direction in the plane of the silicon die by the
suspension design. The motion of the proof mass is measured capacitively using two sets
of electrodes, a driving pair on the proof mass and a differential pick-up pair on a separate
micromachined die, called the displacement transducer (DT). As the electrodes on the proof
mass move with respect to the fixed electrodes on the DT, the overlap between the electrodes
changes and the displacement can therefore be transduced. The magnetic assembly provides
a static field perpendicular to the coil-current flow which together produces a Lorentz force
to reposition the proof mass under electronic feedback control of the coil current. The as-
sembly consists of a series of magnets, pole pieces and yokes to provide a closed magnetic
circuit.

SEIS-SP is sensitive to frequencies between 0.05–40 Hz, recording data sampled at a
rate of 100 Hz, and detects the acceleration of the ground along the sensitive axis along
which the proof mass is free to move. The capacitive sensor detects the motion of the mass,
operating under feedback control to increase the bandwidth and linearity, and to provide a
velocity output. Thus, SEIS-SP does not model as a driven damped oscillator in the presence
of an external force (such as those induced by the wind on the WTS) but rather as shown in
Fig. 2.

On Mars, the deployed set-up will include the lander (lander body + solar panels,
mounted on 3), the WTS (mounted on 3 feet) and SEIS (mounted on its 3 LVL feet). For the
purposes of this work, the geometry of the lander, the WTS and SEIS instrument system are
given in Fig. 3; the actual deployment geometry upon arrival on Mars is easily modifiable
in the decorrelation pipeline. It is possible that the lander, WTS and SEIS may not be at the
same vertical (z) height, as currently assumed.

It is usual that terrestrial seismometers are deployed in seismic vaults, in highly
environmentally-controlled installations in which temperature, humidity, pressure and air-
flow are known and stable, and in this way the recorded seismic measurements have reduced
levels of environmental noise. For deployments in which vaults are not possible, the general
approach involves installation of the seismometer, recording and analysis of installation-
specific noise characteristics, and adjustment of the set-up in order to lower the overall noise
levels—for instance, by mounting on sand. It is also common to bury sensors or to enclose
sensors with an upturned container, when vaults are not possible, in order to mimic vault-like
conditions. However, for SEIS, neither vault nor terrestrial empirical installation routes are
possible, meaning that environmental noise (as well as the sought seismic activity) will be
a ubiquitous part of whatever measurements are taken by SEIS on the surface of Mars. On
Earth, there are also seismometers mounted on the ocean bottom, which similarly to SEIS,
are not enclosed by vaults; it is possible, given suitable environmental sensors mounted on



Fig. 2 The complex transfer function T (s) for SEIS-SP in frequency space (s) (top = real component,
bottom = imaginary component) as a function of frequency

Fig. 3 Assumed deployment
geometry of the InSight lander
and payload. The radii of the
points used to represent the feet
location are indicative of the
specific foot radius

future ocean-bottom seismometers, that the decorrelation technique developed here could
be applied to such seismometers

1.1.2 TWINS and APSS

As usual for lander and rovers, InSight has a suite of environmental sensors, called the
APSS (Auxiliary Payload Sensor Suite) to complement the main scientific payload (SEIS
and HP3). The APSS consists of a magnetometer, a pressure sensor, and a wind and tem-
perature sensor (TWINS). The pressure sensor will measure at 2 Hz in nominal mode and



20 Hz in high-rate mode; the wind and temperature sensors will measure at 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz
in nominal and high-rate modes, respectively.

2 Environmental Noise Sources on SEIS

As SEIS will be deployed in the Martian surface, and though it will be protected from the
environment by WTS, it is by no means isolated from the environment. Thus, it is expected
that SEIS measurements will include “noise” from the environment (namely from pressure,
temperature and wind fluctuations) which contaminate the seismic records sought by the
mission science drivers. It is usual to capture data in a seismically- and environmentally-
quiet period to establish a quiet baseline which can be used to isolate seismic signals alone;
however, this method requires accurate knowledge that the baseline is indeed quiet, that the
measurements are additive, and does not allow for knowledge of the intrinsic errors in seis-
mometer nor environmental sensor data. The scheme presented here allows for any dataset to
be inverted without need for a quiet baseline dataset for comparison, and incorporates mea-
surement errors and correlations into the isolation of the seismic signal from the random
noise and environmental noise sources.

Murdoch et al. (2017) and Mimoun et al. (2017) have formulated and validated a model
deriving the forces imparted to the SEIS-VBB (and hence the SEIS-SP) by wind and tem-
perature variations via various possible pathways; their model also includes a module on
pressure variations and their pathways through to the seismometer signals from Lognonné
and Mosser (1993). This model is implemented in this work as the forward model f, and
is described qualitatively in Sects. 2.1–2.3; for details, please see Murdoch et al. (2017).
Additionally, the environmental noise forward modelling from Murdoch et al. (2017) imple-
mented in this work has also been implemented in Clinton et al. (2017).

Additionally, results from Teanby et al. (2017) on regolith inelastic coupling have been
implemented in the modelling here, in conjunction with Murdoch’s regolith model; their re-
sults show that only a factor of 0.02 of the force transfers through a Mars-analogue regolith,
due to inelastic losses.

Finally, a single event detection module has been included and implemented, which will
filter spurious readings stemming from single event radiation on the SEIS-SP electronics,
which is discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.4.

2.1 Wind

The wind field interacts with anything large on the surface of Mars, causing such objects
to create disturbances which can be felt by the LVL feet which are then measured by the
SEIS instruments; it is not possible to tell from what source the incoming disturbance signal
comes when it arrives at the LVL feet and ultimately is measured by SEIS.

Though there may be other large features (such as boulders) on the surface nearby the
deployment site, it is certain that the WTS itself and the lander will be sources of wind-
induced disturbances. Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 detail this pathway for WTS; it is identical
for the lander.

2.1.1 Force of Wind on WTS

When wind is incident upon the WTS, it induces drag and lift forces onto the WTS. The
WTS feet then exert forces on the regolith due to translation and rotation: translational mo-
tion will always happen, and for the purposes of this work, is assumed to be felt at the Centre



of Pressure (CoP) of the WTS; rotational motion will result when the line of action of the
force does not pass directly through the Centre of Rotation (CoR) of the WTS. These forces
are then transferred to the regolith via the WTS feet—for the purposes of this work, we
assume that each foot takes one third of the total force on the WTS as a whole.

2.1.2 Transfer Through Regolith

The regolith model assumes a fully elastic half-space (defined only for the positive vertical
direction, along with all horizontal directions) with properties of the regolith assumed as in
Murdoch et al. (2017). Using a Green’s tensor, the force from the disturbance from each
WTS foot can be propagated through the regolith to the LVL feet, such that the ground
deformation as a function of time can be estimated. The vertical component of this force
then results in each LVL foot causing an indentation in the regolith from which it is then
possible to calculate the overall change in disturbance in the position of each of the LVL feet
which is measured by SEIS—both by VBB and SP—as an acceleration from one timestep
to the next registered by the seismometers.

However, results from Teanby et al. (2017) confirm that the regolith cannot be modelled
as fully elastic, and suggests that a fraction finelas = 0.02 of the disturbance is actually trans-
ferred, due to inelastic losses.

2.1.3 Due to Lander

As discussed in Sects. 2.1.1–2.1.2, disturbances due to wind acting on the lander are also
included: the mathematical derivation of which can be assessed by substituting lander pa-
rameters instead of WTS parameters throughout.

2.2 Temperature

Fluctuations in temperature cause disturbances in the registered signals measured by SEIS-
SP. Firstly, the WTS and SEIS-SP act as a thermal filters with associated thermal transfer
functions: any fluctuation in environmental temperature will pass through the filtering effect
of the WTS, and then through the SEIS-SP box (which also acts as a filter to the temperature
fluctuation) before encountering the SEIS-SP sensors themselves; this temperature effect is
independent of the SEIS-SP transfer function. Secondly, environmental temperature fluctu-
ations, having passed through the filter of the WTS protection, will also cause the individual
LVL legs to expand/contract via thermoelastic expansion; this will cause a tilt in the plane
of the three SEIS-SP axes, which will cause the components of the signal to be altered
primarily as acceleration on the horizontal axes.

2.3 Pressure

Pressure fluctuations cause propagated accelerations caused by tilting into the SEIS-SP mea-
surement chain. This is modelled using the low-frequency oscillation solution of Lognonné
and Mosser (1993); the range of oscillations expected on Mars have been considered, and
even for dust devils, the low-frequency solution should hold here.



2.4 Single Events

Single event phenomena (SEP) are caused when very energetic heavy ions (any ion having
an atomic number Z > 1) and protons pass through semiconductor materials and deposit
a charge. If this direct or indirect (through spallation) charge is sufficient, then a Single
Event Effect—either destructive (Single Event Latchup SEL, Single Event Burnout SEB,
Single Event Gate Rupture SEGR, etc.) or non-destructive (Single Event Transient SET,
Single Event Upset SEU, etc.)—can occur. Galactic cosmic rays and solar particle events
are sources of such ions/protons; and hence are concern for the InSight electronics both in
cruise to Mars as well as in its deployed phase.

SEIS-SP’s electronics are chosen such that it operates within the performance specifica-
tion during and after exposure to the high-energy radiation environments as detailed by the
mission’s environmental specifications, with a Radiation Design Factor (RDF) of 1, such
that:

– Temporary loss of function or loss of data shall be permitted provided that the loss does
not compromise the subsystem/system’s health, that full performance can be recovered
rapidly, and that there is no time in the mission that the loss is mission-critical.

– Normal operation and function shall be restored via internal correction methods without
external intervention in the event of an SEU.

– Fault traceability shall be provided in the telemetry stream to the greatest extent practical
for all anomalies involving SEEs.

A transient single event effect on a particular component will result in a spurious signal in
the output from the axes channel in which the component corresponds in the feedback elec-
tronics. The problem is whether these transients will cause signals which are differentiable
from potential seismic signals. It is expected that SEP will occur a maximum of O(1e−2)

events/day, and more typically at a rate of O(1e−5) events/day—so it is expected to be very
rare that spurious signals from SEPs will be registered in SEIS-SP signals.

Unless one seismometer axis is perfectly aligned with the tilt of the seismometer—the
probability of which is virtually nil—the transient can only affect one axis at a time. From an
operational perspective, then, simple comparison of all three SEIS-SP axis channels together
will identify what signals are seismic (i.e. those for which a disturbance in signal is seen in
all three channels) and those which are a result of SEU transients/effects (i.e. disturbance in
only one channel). Experience in terrestrial seismometry indicates that this is an effective
way in which to identify spurious signals in different seismometer channels.

Thus, the SEP filtering module acts simply to run through each timestep of data signal yi

measured by each of the three SEIS-SP axes i, comparing the timestep j with that imme-
diately before, and using a simple threshold ythresh, identifying large signals which are only
evident in one axis:

if
∣
∣yi (tj ) − yi (tj − tj−1)

∣
∣ > ythresh and

{

|yk(tj ) − yk(tj − tj−1)| < ythresh

|ym(tj ) − ym(tj − tj−1)| < ythresh
(1)

whereby k,m �= i and k �= m, then there has been a SEP on axis i at timestep tj . This
timestep should then be disregarded from further analysis (Fig. 4).

This assertion is dependent upon the effect of all the SEPs being non-damaging to the
components considered. It is thus worth assessing and monitoring the axes upon which an
SEP has been identified to ensure that there is no change from its historical behaviour from
timestep tj onwards.



Fig. 4 Example of simulated
SEP overlaid on top of SEIS-SP
signal for SEIS-SP axes H1 in
blue, H2 in green, V in red, and
with SEP-detection module’s
identification of timing of
detected SEP events and
attribution of which axis is
affected in larger black circles.
Percentage of correct diagnoses
per case (axis or no SEP event)
highlighted by right vertical axis

3 Decorrelation Scheme: Optimal Estimations Inversion

Using the forward model f described in the previous sections, an iterative optimal estimation
method is employed to decorrelate the environmental signals from the total signal measured
by the SEIS-SP sensors, in order to isolate the signal attributable only to seismic activity
alone. This methodology is an application of that used in atmospheric science, whereby
satellite spectra containing information upon temperature, pressure, chemical composition
and any atmospheric phenomena such as aerosols and clouds are inverted in order to de-
termine information on any one or more of these individual quantities. Due to the high
recorded sampling rate of SEIS-SP measurements fSP (of 100 Hz), inversions are run in
discrete timebands �t (usually around 2 s) consisting of �tfSP individual timestep mea-
surements (usually around 200) in the time-domain in order to keep array sizes manageable.
The inversion scheme outlined below is applied for each defined timeband in the input SEIS-
SP signal, and the results are concatenated together to provide the whole timeseries. This is
based on the schemes in Rodgers (2000).

3.1 Inverted Parameters

The sought result of the decorrelation is the state vector x in typical optimal estimations
terminology: for the case at hand, it is the force attributable to the seismic signal alone, in
xyz coordinates, and is defined as

x =

⎛
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(2)



for a timeband having N individual time-sampled measurements therein indexed by j , for
force F consisting of three perpendicular cartesian xj , yj , and zj components. It should be
noted that in the assumed deployment geometry, that these xyz coordinates correspond to
north, east and vertical directions.

The measurement vector (from which the state vector is derived), then, is the signal S
measured directly from the three SEIS-SP axes, in SEIS-SP coordinates (H1, H2, V):

y =
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(3)

for a timeband having N individual time-sampled measurements therein indexed by j , for
signal S consisting of three SEIS-SP (non-perpendicular) axes components.

It should be noted here that whilst forces are additive, signals are not as they have been
convolved through the SEIS-SP transfer function.

The Jacobian, K, describes how the forward model f varies with respect to the state
vector ∂f

∂x —and essentially advises the step-direction of the iterative inversion process—
calculated in this implementation by finite differences. It captures the change in signal at
times i through j when each timestep i through j in the retrieval vector x force is perturbed
by �x, such that ∂xi = (x1 + �x) − xi . Here:
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3.2 Errors

Errors on the measurements y are accounted for in the measurement covariance matrix Sy

which is, in this case, a 3N -by-3N diagonal matrix having diagonal elements equal to the
square of the standard deviation of the random noise, σy , believed to occur on each SEIS-SP
signal timestep, such that

Sy =
⎛

⎝

σ 2
yH1

IN . . . . . .

. . . σ 2
yH2

IN . . .

. . . . . . σ 2
yV

IN

⎞

⎠ (5)

where IM is the N -by-N identity matrix. The value of σyH1 and σyH2 , and σyV
for the SEIS-

SP design parameters are 1e−9 m/s2/Hz
1
2 and 5e−8 m/s2/Hz

1
2 , respectively, estimated at

1 Hz.

3.3 Iterative Formulation and Error Propagation

An iterative form of optimal estimation is used in order to numerically converge to a solu-
tion. Starting at i = 0 with the first guess x0 = a, the iterative state vector is defined as

xi+1 = xi + [

(1.0 + γ )S−1
a + KT

i S−1
y Ki

]−1[
KT

i S−1
y (y − fi ) + S−1

a (xi − a)
]

(6)

where Sa is the a priori covariance which is described in detail in Sect. 3.4, and γ is the
Levenberg-Marquardt parameter which can take any finite value and that acts to adjust the
iterative “step-size” in order to maintain monotonic progress towards the solution of lowest
least squares error (Rodgers 2000). This least squares error is a metric of the difference
between the measurements and the estimate of the measurements via the forward model for
each iteratively determined inversion vector, and is quantified by the χ2 error, defined as

χ2
i+1 = 1

N

[

(y − fi )T S−1
y (y − fi ) + (xi − a)S−1

a (xi − a)
]

(7)

which should approach unity for a fit that is consistent with the measurements. The error
in the inverted parameters themselves thus calculated is expressed as the error covariance
matrix Sx

Sx = (

KT
i S−1

y Ki + S−1
a

)−1
. (8)

Typically, the difference between two iterative values of χ2 determines when the optimal
estimation inversion is said to converge—when χ2

i+1 − χ2
i → 0, the inversion is said to

have converged—here when
χ2

i+1−χ2
i

χ2
i

× 100% ≤ 0.1%.

3.4 A Priori

As it is an optimal estimation scheme that is implemented, an a priori state vector a must
be provided to bound the possible inverted values—and in this implementation, this a priori
is taken as the first guess of the inverted state vector x in the iterative inversion process.
A pessimistic a priori could be taken that there is no seismic activity (thus a = 0); however,
inversion of the measurements can provide a better starting point.



3.4.1 A Priori Preliminary Inversion

When starting a decorrelation, the analyst has the SEIS-SP measured signal and the
TWINS/APSS metrological data available. However, he does not know how much of the
measured signal is attributable to seismic vs. aseismic components—and in any case, the
seismic and aseismic sources are not additive.

Unlike the signals, the measured force and attributable environment forces are additive,
and can be subtracted in order to yield the a priori force attributable to the seismic activity
alone:

a = yforce − xenv (9)

However, yforce and xenv are not readily available without some estimation.
Taking the environmental pseudo-a priori data (wind, pressure and temperature) from

APSS/TWINS, and running these through the forward model f provides the force at-
tributable to the environment factors alone in xyz coordinates xenv.

The measured signal y in SEIS-SP-axes coordinates (H1, H2 and V) can then be used in
a preliminary inversion to convert the signal into measured force in xyz coordinates yforce.
In this preliminary inversion, which is run for each SEIS-SP axes individually, the signal
as a function of time for each SEIS-SP axes is converted into the force for each SEIS-SP
axes xprel(t) as a function of time. This is accomplished by defining a preliminary inversion
forward model fprel such that

y = x(t) ∗ T (t) (10)

whereby y(t) is the signal measured by each SEIS-SP axes, which is defined by the force as
a function of time x(t) convolved with the complex SEIS-SP transfer function T (t) which
itself has been converted from its frequency domain T (s) into the time domain T (t).

This preliminary inversion uses the same iterative formulation defined in Eq. (6); it
thus requires an preliminary a priori aprel(t) which is taken here to be 1, and error es-
timates on both the preliminary a priori and the measurement used in the preliminary
retrieval (yprel(t) = y(t) from the main decorrelation inversion) which are taken to be
σxprel = 1, σyprel = 0.1. It also requires preliminary covariance matrices Saprel = σ 2

xprel
1 and

Syprel = σ 2
xprel

1.
This iterative preliminary retrieval is then let run until it converges for the inverted state

vector xprel, which is said to happen when χ2 is below 0.001 or the difference between two
consecutive iterative χ2 values is less than 0.001.

Once inverted, the estimated forces xprel(t) are combined into vector form (whereby there
are N values for each of the 3 SEIS-SP axes H1, H2 and V), and rotated from SP axes
coordinates (H1, H2 and V) to xyz coordinates such that

yforce =
⎛

⎜
⎝

xprelH1
√

x2
prelH1

− x2
prelH2

cos2 θ/ sin2 θ

xprelV

⎞

⎟
⎠ (11)

whereby θ = 60◦.
This yforce and xenv can then be supplied to Eq. (9) to estimate the a prior for the decorre-

lation.



Fig. 5 Example a priori
covariance matrix Sa for H1 over
a 2 second timeband, showing
correlation (0 to 1) between
timesteps

3.4.2 Implementation of a Priori in Decorrelation

The inversion is allowed to vary from the a priori forces in a manner proportional to the
uncertainty σa in a, which is specified for each of the xyz coordinates. Typically, σa is taken
to be the variance of expected inverted values; in this case, this is defined for each of the three
xyz coordinates: σax = 3e−8 m/s2/Hz

1
2 , σay = 6e−8 m/s2/Hz

1
2 and σaz = 2e−7 m/s2/Hz

1
2 ,

estimated at 1 Hz. This is accounted for in the 3N -by-3N a priori covariance matrix Sa,
which includes correlations between different inverted variables—and to aid in obtaining a
physically smooth inverted state vector, correlations between each sub-timestep within an
inversion timeband are assumed via a linear correlation in time between 0 and 1 (Fig. 5):

Saij
=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

(1 − |j−i|
N

)σ 2
ax

IN . . . . . .

. . . (1 − |j−i|
N

)σ 2
ay

IN . . .

. . . . . . (1 − |j−i|
N

)σ 2
az

IN

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

(12)

Because the correlation is assumed over the timeband—which itself is generally taken
to be about 1 s—but the data is taken at 100 Hz, this may limit the frequency content that
can be recovered to lower-frequency seismograms. Thus, care should be taken to match the
Sa to the kind of signal that is being recovered in order to best capture the frequency of the
noise and signal.

4 Application to Simulated Data

The performance and behaviour of optimal estimations decorrelation schemes are best tested
using simulated data for which the “true” state is known, and in this case, the various sim-
ulated (and hence known) environmental noise sources can be added on in a controlled
manner using the forward model. The applicability of the inversion to real data and assumed
performance, of course then assumes that the forward model does a sufficient and represen-
tative job of representing reality, which cannot be quantified in these simulation tests, but is
assessed in Murdoch et al. (2017).

To this end, simulated meteorological conditions as shown in Fig. 6 have been generated
using representative magnitudes and timescales of variability from Murdoch et al. (2017).



Fig. 6 Simulated meteorological conditions for example: top three panels are components of wind in xyz
coordinates, fourth panel is temperature at ground level outside of the WTS, bottom panel is the pressure at
ground level. Please note that example is 300 s long, and sampled at 100 Hz

They have been interpolated onto the frequencies of measurement of the nominal TWINS
and APSS data capture mode.

The simulated seismic velocity measurement is taken from Teanby and Wookey (2011);
representative of an explosive source at 50 km depth, rendering a total moment of 1017 Nm
(magnitude 5.3) at a location 60◦ (≈ 3000 km) away from the assumed SEIS-SP location.
This has then been resampled at the SEIS-SP frequency (100 Hz), and convolved with the
SEIS-SP transfer function in order to simulate what SEIS-SP would measure in a noise-free
and isolated set-up (Fig. 7 top two rows).



Fig. 7 Example simulation: the motion of Martian regolith in each xyz axis (top row), and the contribution
to the total signal measured by each SEIS-SP axis (H1, H2, and V) due to the seismic motion (bottom row)

4.1 Detectability and Sensitivities to Environmental Parameters

The ability of the decorrelation scheme to identify and remove various components of signal
is dependent upon the sensitivity of the measurements to show differential in signal in each
axis above the level of expected noise; if the change in signal for a particular parameter is
greater than this noise level, then the signal due to the parameter is detectable and removable.
In standard optimal estimations theory, this is captured by the Jacobian matrix K.

Figure 8 shows these sensitivities (i.e. change in signal corresponding to a change) for
seismic forces in each of the xyz directions independently, for wind speeds in each of the
xyz directions independently for both the WTS and lander interactions, for temperature
fluctuations as fedthrough both the SEIS-SP transfer function and through thermoelastic tilt
routes, and for fluctuations in pressure. Generally:

– SEIS-SP axes are very sensitive to the correlated xyz seismic signal, with some crossover
in the horizontal axes as expected;

– All SEIS-SP axes are sensitive to the effects of wind on the WTS for wind speeds greater
than ≈ 1 m/s;

– All SEIS-SP axes are sensitive to the effects of wind on the lander for wind speeds greater
than ≈ 2–3 m/s;

– The horizontal SEIS-SP axes are sensitive to all expected temperature fluctuations;
– Temperature and pressure fluctuations are not detectable through the SEIS-SP transfer

function.

For the seismic example shown in Fig. 7 and the environmental series shown in Fig. 6,
the components of signal attributable to each environmental noise source as a function of
time are shown in Fig. 9. Note that whilst components of force are additive, the components
of signal (which are convolved with the complex SEIS-SP transfer function) are not.

4.2 Extraction of Seismic Signal from Noisy Simulations

The simulated signal used to assess the overall performance and ability of the optimal esti-
mations decorrelation is obtained by running the forward model with the simulated meteo-
rological conditions from Fig. 6 to obtain the individual force components (xyz) attributable



Fig. 8 Sensitivity of the SEIS-SP signal in SP axes (H1, H2, V; vertical axis of each panel) to strength of
an imposed seismic signal applied in xyz direction (top row, each panel a different xyz axis), and to varying
environmental conditions: second row is due to wind on the WTS (each panel for wind in a different xyz
direction), third row is due to wind on the lander (each panel for wind in a different xyz direction), fourth row
left panel is due to temperature fluctuations, middle panel is due to thermoelastic tilt and right panel is due to
pressure fluctuations



Fig. 9 Example simulation: the contribution to the total signal measured by each SEIS-SP axis (H1, H2,
and V) due to the wind on the WTS (first row) and lander (second row), the temperature fluctuations (third
row), the thermoelastic tilt (fourth row), the pressure variation (last row). The wind, temperature and pressure
time-series used in this example simulation are shown in Fig. 6

to each environmental noise source, combining these with the seismic force (xyz) compo-
nents, and then convolving these forces through the SEIS-SP transfer function to obtain the
overall signal registered in each of the SEIS-SP axes (H1, H2, and V). Next random noise
is added on top of each of the SEIS-SP axes signal time-series, with magnitude of each ran-
dom distribution of noise corresponding to σy for each axis. The blue lines in the first and
third rows of Fig. 10 show the simulated “noisy” velocity (i.e. force) in xyz and signal in
H1/H2/V axes; the red line shows the “pure” signal—that is, the seismic “truth” signal for
which the decorrelation is ultimately aiming from starting the optimal estimations inversion
at the “noisy” input signal and the meteorological data.

The optimal estimations scheme is then applied to this “noisy” input signal, and the
inversion allowed to iterate until convergence is achieved, over the full 300 s timeseries in
discrete timebands of 2 s; the results of which are shown in Fig. 10 in both the velocity
and signal time-domains. Looking at the difference plots in the second and fourth row, the
impact of the environmental noise (as opposed to the noise-free “pure” signal) is clearly



Fig. 10 Result of application of optimal estimations scheme to example seismic signal contaminated with
example environmental inputs: top row shows the inverted (black) and noisy (blue) velocity in xyz axes; sec-
ond row shows the difference between the inverted and pure seismic-signal-along velocity (black), between
the noisy and pure seismic-signal-along velocity (blue) in the xyz axes; third and fourth row show the same
plots, but in the signal measured in the SEIS-SP H1, H2 and V axes; the final row shows the χ2 error (left
panel), the number of iterations required for convergence (middle row) and the convergence status (right
panel; 0 = unconverged, 1 = converged) in each of the 2 s-long timebands in which the total time series has
been inverted

visible—for instance, it is a nearly uniform offset of 40 nm/s in velocity in the x direction
(this is the dominant wind impact), with more structure visible in the H1 SP axes signal
plot. Looking at the velocities and signals inverted from the optimal estimations scheme,
the difference between the “pure” and the inverted noise-free signal is largely zero, with a
couple of notable exceptions when there is information missing on the horizontal axes (x/y
vs. H1/H2) which are not always distinguishable. Fig. 11 shows a only the x and SP-H1 axis,
over the first 30 s, for ease of viewing. Thus, it is clear that the optimal estimations inversion
is capable of differentiating between environmental noise and seismic signals, assuming that
the forward model properly represents the environmental forces. Looking at convergence
parameters, for this simulated example, the scheme converges within two iterations, with a
low cost function value, as quantified by the χ2 value.

4.3 Sensitivities and Operational Considerations

Environmental noise is present continuously, and is ubiquitous on any signal recorded. How-
ever, the SEIS-SP signal is recorded at a particular frequency, the various environmental
monitoring signals at other frequencies; and the scheme’s ability to decorrelate the environ-
mental signal will be influenced by the relationship between these as well as the frequency
of fluctuation of the environmental parameters themselves. In theory, the highest-possible



Fig. 11 As for Fig. 10, but just
for the x and SP-H1 axis for the
first 30 s of data

frequency data of concurrent SEIS-SP and APSS/TWINS measurements would give the
best decorrelation; however, this is not the design case (SEIS-SP has nominal frequency
of 100 Hz; APSS has nominal frequency of 2 Hz and high-rate mode of 20 Hz; TWINS
has nominal frequency of 0.1 Hz and a high-rate mode of 1 Hz), nor is it operationally-
reasonable to expect that such a high data rate is possible continuously. From a processing
perspective, it is also advantageous to use the fewest number of datapoints (i.e. the lowest
frequency) to increase the speed of the processing pipeline which decorrelates the environ-
mental signal from the seismic signal.

During the commissioning phase when the lander is first deployed on the Martian surface,
both high-rate and nominal mode APSS and TWINS measurements will be taken during
expected noisy and less-noisy periods (day and night, respectively), which will be used to
assess how the decorrelation performs with real data and environmental inputs.

Figure 12 shows the impact of varying the frequency at which the input APSS/TWINS
pressure, temperature and wind-speed measurements are provided to the optimal estimation
scheme on the inverted performance. In this investigation, environmental noise is applied
via the forward model to each 100 Hz SEIS-SP frequency record; this yields the simulated



Fig. 12 Difference between the inverted and pure simulated noise-free velocity timeseries for example sim-
ulation when environmental information (namely temperature information, pressure information and wind
information) is provided at different frequencies. Each panel shows a different combination of frequency of
temperature information (FT ) for varying frequency of pressure information (FP , each column) and fre-
quency of wind information (FW , each row), with the nominal operational mode frequencies for each high-
lighted in blue and high-frequency mode frequencies highlighted in red

time-series. Next, the scheme is run with pressure, temperature and wind-speed information
provided at varying frequencies between 0.01–100 Hz. The frequency at which pressure is
input within this range makes no difference to the performance of the inversion; similarly the
rate of temperature information makes little difference; the inversion performance improves
with increased frequency of the input wind-speed information, but makes little difference
between nominal and high-rate TWINS modes. This implies that for environmental fluctu-
ations having expected frequencies (i.e. not high-frequency perturbations like dust-devils),
that both the nominal and high-rate modes should be sufficient to decorrelate the environ-
mental noise from the seismic signal.

5 Application to Viking Data

The Viking Lander 2 seismometer captured data on Sol 80 at 03h00 of the Viking mission
which has been asserted to be seismic in origin (of estimated magnitude 2.7), given inter-
polation on wind, pressure and temperature data taken around the time period of the event
(Lorenz et al. 2016). This represents a good test case of a real Marsquake in the presence of
environmental signal contamination, upon which to apply the scheme developed here.

The Viking 2 lander seismometer data was captured at a frequency of 1.01 Hz in 3 per-
pendicular axes; the metrology (wind, pressure and temperature) data was taken much less
frequently with the closest data taken before the event at 02h40 and after the event at 03h45.



Fig. 13 Result of application of optimal estimations scheme to Viking Sol 80 signal, which implicitly con-
tains environmental noise sources: top row shows the inverted (black) and noisy (blue) velocity in xyz axes;
second row shows the difference between the inverted and Viking velocity (blue); third and fourth row show
the same plots, but in the signal measured in the SEIS-SP H1, H2 and V axes; the final row shows the χ2

error in each of the 2 s-long timebands in which the total time series has been inverted

For this experiment, the seismometer and metrology data is interpolated onto the SEIS-
SP frequency, and the seismometer data convolved through the SEIS-SP transfer function.
There is no further environmental nor random noise added to the seismometer data since it
already includes components of both these errors sources. The optimal estimations scheme
is then applied using these interpolated measurements as inputs, and the SEIS-SP forward
model in order to isolate the portion of signal attributable to seismic sources alone—it is
worth noting that because of the SEIS-SP parameters used here, that this will yield only a
rough estimate of whether the signal measured is attributable to environmental sources or
rather that it requires a seismic component of input in order to reach the signal measured.
Figure 13 shows the results of this experiment; whilst there are clearly artefacts stemming
from instrument-specific and regolith assumptions on the inverted values, the decorrelation
scheme suggests that the large signal features are indeed attributable to non-environmental
sources, taking out small magnitude components of signal which are probably attributable
to environmental fluctuations.

6 Conclusions

An optimal estimations inversion has been developed using the forward model developed in
Murdoch et al. (2017) in order to decorrelate seismic components of InSIght SEIS-SP sig-
nal from environmental and random noise. Using simulated data and expected design noise



levels, the optimal estimations scheme is successful in detecting and removing signals from
wind and temperature fluctuations, but pressure fluctuations are below the noise level. Ap-
plication of the scheme to Viking data implies that the Viking 2 seismic event on sol 300 was
indeed likely a seismic event, assuming all geophysical parameters and the forward model
are representative. Analysis shows that nominal mode measurements are sufficient to decor-
relate environmental signals from seismic, and that high-resolution mode measurements are
not required except to invert low windspeeds or small temperature variations.

A SEP-identification module has been implement as a preliminary filter to the decorre-
lation scheme; this has also proven capable of identifying timesteps in continuous data with
single event contamination; a requirement of the InSight environmental requirements per-
taining to radiation. This will be implemented as part of the operational processing; it is,
however, expected that the raw data will also be provided to end users.

Future work includes field testing of test units of SEIS-SP packages modified for terres-
trial use (i.e. gearth vs. gmars) in a representative unisolated installation in order to test the
representativeness of the modelling and assumptions made. The scheme will also be applied
to the simulated dataset in Clinton et al. (2017), which can be upsampled form 2 Hz.
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